Multiple studies have reported that individuals with low birth weights (LBW, <2500 g) have a lower intelligence quotient (IQ) than those with normal birth weights (NBW, ≥2500 g). Based on 57 eligible individual studies including 12,137 participants, we performed a meta-analysis to estimate the association between low birth weight and individuals' IQ scores (IQs). The pooled weight mean difference (WMD) in IQs between NBW and LBW individuals was 10 (95% CI 9.26-11.68). The WMD was stable regardless of age. No publication bias was detected. The mean IQs of the extremely low birth weight (ELBW, <1000 g), very low birth weight (VLBW, 1000-1499 g), moderately low birth weight (MLBW, 1500-2499 g) and NBW individuals were 91, 94, 99 and 104, respectively. Additionally, the WMD in IQs with NBW were 14, 10 and 7 for ELBW, VLBW, and MLBW individuals, respectively. Two studies permitted estimates of the influence of social determinants of health to the discrepancy in IQs, which was 13%. Since IQ is inherited and influenced by environmental factors, parental IQs and other factors contribute to residual confounding of the results. As the conclusion was based on population studies, it may not be applicable to a single individual.
Infants with low birth weight (LBW), very low birth weight (VLBW) and extremely low birth weight (ELBW) are considered to be at a high risk of cognitive dysfunction [1] [2] [3] , such as attention deficit 4, 5 , executive function issues [6] [7] [8] and low average to borderline intelligence quotient (IQ) 1, 4, [6] [7] [8] . With the development of perinatal care and neonatal medicine, the survival rates of LBW infants are greatly improved 5 , followed by an increasing number of LBW individuals with cognitive deficit 2, 9 , which has become a serious public health burden 5, 10 . Numerous studies have focused on the cognitive outcomes of VLBW individuals in recent decades 11 . More than 50% of VLBW children required special education services, and approximately 20% of VLBW children repeated at least one grade 12 . ELBW individuals without major disabilities (mental retardation, cerebral palsy, deafness, or blindness) 5 had subtle neurodevelopmental disabilities (language disorders, hyperactivity, behavioural problems, or motor dysfunction, etc.) in the school and teenage years 13, 14 . Evidence from cohort studies in four western countries showed that more than 50% of adolescents with ELBW had learning difficulties (mathematics, writing, reading, or spelling) 15, 16 . The effect of LBW accounted for a 0.4 standard deviation (SD) decrease in math and a 0.25 SD decrement in reading 17 . Those cognitive disadvantages would lead to low school achievements and persist into early adulthood [18] [19] [20] [21] , thus resulting in low socio-economic status (SES) in the future 3 . The IQ score (IQs) is often used to indicate individuals' cognitive outcomes worldwide 22 . The IQ is relatively stable and can be easily measured 23 . Additionally, there are some internationally recognized assessment scales which make it possible to compare the IQs in different populations. The consistent finding was that LBW individuals had lower IQs than those with normal birth weights (NBW) 8, 9, 24 . The size of this discrepancy varied across studies, ranging from 3 to 23 points 9, 25 , and the discrepancy was directly proportional to their birth weight 20 (R 2 = 0.51; P < 0.001) 2 . Some studies found that a gradient relationship existed, in which lower birth weight was associated with lower IQs 1, 26 SCiEnTifiC RepoRtS | (2017) 7:18035 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-18234-9 VLBW and moderately low birth weight (MLBW) 27, 28 . However, most of the previous individual studies were based on a small number of participants, so it was necessary to use meta-analysis to enlarge the sample size and assess the gradient relationship.
A recent meta-analysis containing 15 individual studies on the relationship between LBW and IQs in adolescent and early adulthood (age ≥ 13) 29 found that LBW individuals scored an average of 8 IQ points lower than NBW individuals. As is already known, there have been more relevant studies focusing on preschool and school-aged children. We integrated those studies into our meta-analysis to identify the age-related change in IQs between LBW and NBW individuals.
Data from the US Centres for Disease Control showed that 45% of babies born preterm were < 2500 g 29 . Using 27 eligible individual studies published between 1980-2009, Kerr-Wilson et al. 30 performed a meta-analysis on preterm delivery and intelligence, which showed that the preterm children had significantly lower IQs compared with term children. The weighted mean difference (WMD) was 12 [95% confidence interval (CI) 10. 47-13.42] . The group's analysis included duplicated populations (Caldú 31 , Narberhaus 32 ), and some control groups were used more than once in the model, which may enlarge the weight of some individual studies. Despite the overlap of LBW and prematurity, they may have different relationships with IQs 29 . To more specifically reflect on the relationship between LBW and IQs, we performed this meta-analysis on LBW and IQs.
In this meta-analysis, we aimed to use 57 eligible individual studies to estimate the pooled discrepancy in IQs between LBW individuals and NBW individuals and the changes in discrepancy across age. We also used subgroup analysis to assess the gradient relationship with IQs for the different levels of LBW.
Results
Search results. The search strategy generated a total of 3,124 potentially relevant papers. After reviewing the title and abstract, 2,548 papers were excluded because of irrelevance. Another 281 articles were also excluded because they were reviews (n = 40) or intervention studies (n = 14). Furthermore, 225 studies focusing on relevant factors for LBW and 2 studies in other than English were also excluded. Thus, we reviewed 295 articles with full text. Among them, 238 were excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criteria. The flow chart for exclusion/inclusion of individual studies is presented in Fig. 1 .
Characteristics of included studies. There were 57 eligible studies published over 36 years based on our search strategies, four of which 13, 25, 33, 34 had two pairs of groups in the study population. Therefore, the meta-analysis included 61 study groups with 6,683 LBW individuals and 5,454 NBW comparisons. The participants included both children and adults, with ages ranging from 4 to 26. These studies were performed in 21 countries, including 18 developed countries, where most of the studies were conducted (n = 53). Forty-four studies used different versions of the Wechsler scale to measure IQ. Five studies used the K-ABC (Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children), whereas three used the Stanford-Binet intelligence scale. The MIQS (McCarthy IQ Scale) and BAS (British Ability Scales) were used in other studies. Most studies (n = 50) were cohort studies, and 7 were case-control studies. The descriptive information of the included studies is shown in Table 1 .
Overall analysis. All studies revealed that the LBW individuals had lower IQs compared with the NBW group.
The pooled WMD was 10 (Z = 17.12, P < 0.001), with a 95% CI of 9.26-11.68, which means that the LBW individuals' IQs were significantly lower than those of the NBW controls (Fig. 2) . Between-study heterogeneity was detected [Q = 298.79 (P < 0.001) and I 2 = 79.9% (P < 0.001)]. The mean IQs of the ELBW, VLBW, LBW and NBW individuals were 91, 94, 99 and 104, respectively. A gradient relationship was observed between birth weight and IQ.
Sensitivity analysis and publication bias. After excluding one study at a time, the sensitivity analysis confirmed the significant association between LBW and IQs (with 95% CI ranging from 0.68 to 0.76) ( Figure S1 ). No publication bias was detected (Begg's test: P = 0.49 and Egger's test: P = 0.50). Figure 3 shows a basic funnel plot depicting potential bias.
Sources of heterogeneity.
We used meta-regression models to probe the source of heterogeneity. The variables included sample size, birth year, age of assessment, and the birth weight of LBW individuals. The model showed that the birth weight of the LBW participants was associated with an IQ difference between NBW and LBW individuals (coefficient = −0.005, adjusted R 2 = 13.22%, P =0.003). Other variables did not reach the significance level (Table S1 ). Low birth weight contributed to 30.5% of the heterogeneity after further analysis, with T 2 reduced from 17.10 to 11.88. Figure 4 shows the meta-regression model of the effect of low birth weight on IQ. The results from the Galbraith plot ( Figure S2 ) indicated that two populations (Serenius 10 , Marlow 11 ) with the highest WMD may be the main cause of high heterogeneity. After excluding these two studies, the adjusted pooled WMD was 10 (95% CI 9.02-11.03, I 2 = 67.4%, P < 0.01). Approximately 15.6% of the heterogeneity was attributable to these two studies.
Subgroup analysis.
We performed subgroup analysis to examine whether a gradient relationship existed between different LBW levels and IQs. As shown in Table 2 Figures S3-S5 ). To identify age-related changes in IQs between LBW and NBW individuals, all studies were divided into three groups, i.e., under 10 years, 10-18 years, and over 18 years. The WMD was 11 (95% CI 8.87-12.30), 10 (95% CI 7.88-11.75), and 11 (95% CI 8.42-11.68), respectively. Thus, the discrepancy was stable regardless of age (Table 2; Figure S6 ).
Another subgroup meta-analysis was based on social determinants of health. The LBW and NBW groups were matched by social determinants of health in 39 individual studies, whereas other studies had different social determinant distributions for the two groups. The results showed that the WMDs between NBW and LBW individuals were 10 (95% CI 8.42-11.39) and 11 (95% CI 9.31-13.53) for social determinants between matched groups and non-matched groups ( Figure S7 ), respectively. Therefore, approximately 13% of the IQ discrepancy was due to social determinants of health.
Discussion
Our study supported the evidence that individuals' low birth weight had a negative association with IQ 4, 29 . The lower birth weight categories had lower IQs on average. The average IQs of ELBW individuals were the lowest, followed by VLBW individuals and those with MLBW. Specifically, low birth weight individuals had approximately 10-11 points lower IQs than NBW individuals from childhood to adulthood (4-26 in age). There was a gradient relationship between low birth weight and the discrepancy in IQs between LBW and NBW individuals, with the WMDs from large to small being 14 (ELBW), 10 (VLBW), and 7 (MLBW). In addition, social determinants of health were associated with individuals' IQs, which explained approximately 13% of the IQ difference between LBW and NBW individuals.
The gradient relationship obviously depicted the IQ gap between individuals with different levels of LBW and those with NBW. The M LBW infants were closer to preterm (<37 weeks) 29 , while the VLBW and ELBW infants tended to be less than 32 weeks in gestational age 3 . Because of the high degree of immaturity of respiratory organs and the nervous system, they were susceptible to bronchopulmonary dysplasia 35 , neonatal brain injury (cerebral palsy, periventricular leukomalacia, hydrocephalus, hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy) 9, [35] [36] [37] , and other medical complications, which may result in cognitive impairment. Additionally, children born with low birth weight had less connected and less complex brain networks 38 , smaller brain volumes [39] [40] [41] , and less cortical surface area 42 compared with NBW children. The different degree of neonatal immaturity in LBW infants is considered to be associated with cognitive outcomes 34, 43 . Deficiency of data cited references . We also found a stable difference in IQs between LBW individuals and NBW individuals. The discrepancy was approximately 10-11 points regardless of the age of assessment. This finding was inconsistent with previous reports that showed that the discrepancy would decrease over time 29 . Some LBW individuals may have cognitive catch-up growth 44 , but it is not a universal rule among those with LBW. A long-term follow-up study on a population sample aged from 5 months to 26 years showed that the IQs were more stable in very preterm (VP)/VLBW individuals than in term-born individuals across all time points 45 . However, this conclusion was based on the entire LBW group and may not be applicable to a single individual.
Social determinants of health, such as social class, parental/maternal education and occupation, marital status, etc., are known to contribute to suboptimal cognitive development of LBW children. Previous studies have indicated that LBW continues to be associated with cognitive disadvantage at each SES level 21 and that the risk of impaired cognitive development increases with decreasing SES 46 . A study by Sommerfelt et al. reported that 23% of the variance in child's IQ at age 5 could be attributed to parental and family variables in Norway. Our results showed that social determinants of health explained approximately 13% of the lower IQ values. Because of the diversity of social determinants in different societies and the variations in study design, the common practice of simply matching social determinants of health (social class, occupation, parental/maternal education) may result in an underestimation of cognitive impairment caused by social determinants of health or other similar risk factors.
Intelligence is a product of genetic and environmental variables 47 .Genetic variation is the main cause of individual differences in IQ 48 . Previous studies have reported that the "heritability" (h 2 ) for IQ ranges from 20% in infancy, to 40-50% by late adolescence and to 60-80% in adulthood 49 . Environmental factors, such as perinatal factors 50 , schooling, family environment, nutrition and so on 49 also contribute to individuals' IQs. The aetiology of LBW individuals' lower IQs is complex and unclear. Various adversities occur among LBW infants, such as preterm birth, the stress of intensive care and more frequent morbidities, which may also affect individuals' IQs. It may be that low birth weight is an event along this causal pathway. However, two cohort studies from Denmark 51 and Estonia 52 demonstrated the associations between birth weight and IQs, and the associations remained significant after controlling for a wide range of confounders. These correlations were modest, ranging from 0.05 to 0.13 52, 53 . As poor cognitive outcomes may be related to lower school achievements 12, 54 , inferior SES 5 , an unhealthy lifestyle 47, 55, 5 , and even some chronic diseases 56 , improving the cognitive outcome of LBW infants is essential and urgent. Previous evidence showed that the LBW individuals can benefit from early interventions for cognitive outcomes 3, 9 . Some randomized controlled trials, such as the Newborn Individualized Developmental Care and Assessment Program (NIDCAP) 57 and a sensitizing parental intervention programme 58 , showed that breastfeeding 59 and kangaroo care had beneficial effects on LBW infants' cognitive outcomes. It is recommended to assess the cognitive ability of LBW individuals first in order to determine the need for interventions. Periodic cognitive assessment of LBW children can evaluate the intervention's effectiveness, thus providing more accurate interventions for each individual 60 . The cognitive benefits from early intervention may persist into preschool age or adolescence 58 . Therefore, long-term interventions may play a role in the long run. Although there were few long-term intervention programmes reported, it is necessary for child care centres and parents to offer long-term neuropsychological rehabilitation to LBW individuals even if they do not suffer from severe cognitive disabilities.
Strengths and limitations.
Strengths. Compared with previous meta-analyses of LBW/preterm individuals' IQs, we included more eligible and recent individual studies, with a total of 12,137 participants and without a duplicated study population. We conducted subgroup analyses to show the gradient in the IQ gap between individuals with different levels of LBW and those with NBW, as well as the stability of the difference in IQs between LBW and NBW individuals. Although the selected studies used different cognitive tests to measure individuals' IQs, each test/scale had similar normative data (mean = 100; SD = 15), which made the results from different studies comparable.
Limitations. We tried to include all relevant studies, but some studies may be missed in this meta-analysis due to our search strategies or incomplete databases. Additionally, grey literature publications were not included. However, the large sample size of this study made the results more stable and credible.
According to individual studies, parental/maternal education was either a variable of socio-economic status or an independent social determinant. Three individual studies only matched by parental/maternal education were also included in the social determinant-matched group. Since there is not a perfect fit between education and socio-economic status, residual confounding may exist in the subgroup analysis based on social determinants of health.
IQ is a complex trait that is influenced by genetic and environmental factors, such as parental IQs 17, 45 , medical complications 61 , early home environment, schooling, and so on 36, 60, 62 . We didn't take this residual confounding into account. These factors may also contribute to the heterogeneity. The association between these factors and LBW IQs will be explored in a further study.
Methods
Literature and search strategy. We searched the PubMed and the Embase databases for full-text articles in English published between January 1980 and November 2016. The following terms were used to perform the literature search: "low birth weight" or "preterm" or "premature", and "intelligent quotient" or "IQ" or "cogni*" or "neuro*" or "mental" or "psycho*" or "outcome".
Inclusion criteria. Each study should meet all of the inclusion criteria.
1) Participants with LBW (< 2500 g) were compared with those with NBW (≥ 2500 g).
2) The individuals' ages were ≥ 4 years.
3) Full-scale IQ was measured by a standardized and global scale with the mean and standard deviation of the IQs listed. 4) Full-text articles were available from the two databases.
We excluded reviews, studies of the non-LBW group, and those without NBW individuals as a control group. If more than one study was based on the same cohort, only the study with the larger sample was included in the meta-analysis. When the study had two or more LBW groups, we calculated the weighted mean and deviation to represent the LBW individuals' IQs in the meta-analysis ( Figure S8 ). For the subgroup analysis, we used the raw data from each study.
Data extraction.
The following information was extracted from each study:
(1) first author's name; (2) year of publication; (3) country of origin; (4) birth year of the participants; (5) size of study population; (6) birth weight; (7) gestational age; (8) measurement tools; (9) age at assessment; and (10) mean and standard deviation of the IQs.
Statistical analysis.
A random-effects meta-analysis was performed using the WMD in IQs between LBW and NBW individuals. The significance of the WMD was determined using a Z test (P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant). To assess the heterogeneity, we consulted the Cochrane Q test and I 2 statistics. Publication bias was assessed by Begg's test and Egger's test. We also used a funnel plot to depict the potential publication bias. We constructed meta-regression models and a Galbraith radial plot to probe the source of heterogeneity.
The subgroup analysis was conducted based on birth weight, age at assessment and social determinants of health. In the first subgroup analysis, we divided the studies into three subgroups according to the LBW participants' birth weight, i.e., moderately low birth weight (MLBW, 1500-2499 g), very low birth weight (VLBW, 1000-1499 g) and extremely low birth weight (ELBW, <1000 g). Then, we grouped individual studies into three groups by the subjects' age at assessment (under 10 years, 10 to 18 years, 18 years or older) in the second subgroup analysis. Because social determinants of health are associated with individuals' IQs, we compared the social determinant-matched group with the social determinant-unmatched group to evaluate how much of the lower IQ values were due to social determinants of health. All analyses were conducted using STATA version 11 (Stata Corp LP, College Station, Texas, USA).
Conclusion
Individuals with LBW had lower IQs compared to those with NBW, and the discrepancy was approximately 10-11 points from childhood to adulthood (4-26 in age). We also demonstrated a gradient relationship between different levels of LBW and IQs. The social determinants of health explained approximately 13% of the IQ difference. These findings contribute to our understanding of the association between LBW and IQs. Our results will help physicians and parents to pay more attention to regular cognitive assessment and early intervention, as well as to long-term neuropsychological rehabilitation for LBW infants.
